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1. Answer any two of the following: (lOx2=20)
(a) A t901 shape with 10° back rack and 30° side cutting edge
~'.,i"'-;1mgle,~as to be used under orthogonal cutting condition.

The tangential component of cutting force is 400 N and the
normal component of cutting force (i.e. thrust component)
is 200 N. The cutting velocity is lOOm/min. Calculate:
(i) the required side rake angle so that cutting is

orthogonal, 3
(ii) the kinetic coefficient offriction and 4
(iii) energy consumed in friction per unit volume of material

removal, if the chip reduction coefficient is 2.5. 3
(b) (i) If Taylor's tool life exponent n = 0.4 and constant

C =250, what will be the percentage increase in tool
life when cutting speed is reduced to one-third
(i.e. 1/3). 5

(ii) What is meant by Yfachinability ? Explain the methods
of representing it. 5

(c) Explain Merchant's force circle diagram and derive the
following Merchant's shear angle relationship:



c. Vi. eremiateanytwoofthefollowing: (Sx2=10)
(i) Turret lathellnd Capstan lathe
(ii) Compound and Differential indexing
(iii) Single point and Multipoint cutting tool
(iv) HOlizontal and Vertical milling machine.

(b) Answer any two of the following: (Sx2=lO)
(i) Explain the different types of holes and the processes

used for making holes.
(ii) Explain 'Dressing' and 'Truing' of grinding whee~.
(iii) Give the significance of dinlensional tolerance control

during various machining processes.

3. Answer any two of the following:

(a) Discuss various factors considered in sel

wheel.

(b) Show that the chip length Is in horizontal -:2._ - grinding,

using grinding wheel of diameter D is giy = =:

Where V isthe wheel speed, v is the

the wheel depth of cut.

(c) Define flaw, roughness and wa\-i..;::rs:

surfaces. Show surface profile for c. _

finished object.



(a) \\'l1a i H.~? How it affects the quality of weld ?

(b) G\'e rea a 5 for failure of weld joints, How we can

enh2!l e he Ii e of weld joints ?

(c) \\'l1a is the difference between Submerged arc and

Ele fOslag welding?

(d) \P'at's Projection welding? Discuss its advantages and

" <:dvanages,

(e) D:> -- the advantages and disadvantages of A.c. and

...r.,.> D,C. s plies for Metal arc welding.

(f) \\ -. 2: ' - ' (L blow'? Discuss its causes and precaution for

AC. ;e ding,

(a) \\ a '5 Electron beam machining (EBM) ? Explain its

wo ~.' g principle and application in the field.

(b) \\ -i is Electro-Discharge machining (EDM) ? Derive the

eXD. :s:on for material removal rate in EDM.

(c) W' a: :- C trasonic machining? Explain its working

_i. p and application in the field,


